Somali Immigrant Who Became
Minnesota
Police
Officer
Charged with Murder
Minneapolis: Mohamed Noor, a Somali who entered the US as a
refugee and later became a police officer, shot and killed an
Australian woman in 2017 and now has been charged with
murder. According to the criminal complaint, the woman called
911 on a July evening last year to report a possible sexual
assault taking place near her apartment.
She was in her
pajamas as she walked out to the police car, and Officer Noor,
who said he got ‘spooked’, shot her. Noor was an affirmativeaction ‘diversity’ hire and was fast-tracked onto the force
under an “accelerated police cadet program.”
A Minneapolis police officer has been charged with murder in
the highly controversial 2017 shooting of Justine Damond, an
Australian national who was living in Minnesota with her
fiancée.
Mohamed Noor, a Somali who entered the U.S. as a refugee,
turned himself into authorities after a warrant was issued for
his arrest, and he was charged with third-degree murder and
second-degree manslaughter eight months after the killing of
Ms. Damond.
According to the criminal complaint, Ms. Damond called 911 on
a July evening last year to report a possible sexual assault
taking place near her apartment.

Noor and his partner, Matthew Harrity, arrived on the scene
and were sitting in their vehicle when Ms. Damond approached,
clad in pajamas and clutching her cell phone. Noor was
reportedly ‘spooked’ by her presence, and fired his service
weapon across Harrity, through the driver’s window, striking
Damond in the abdomen.
Officer Harrity has testified that 32-year-old Justine
Damond’s final words were “I’m dying” or “I’m dead,” as she
clutched her wound.
“Officer Noor recklessly and intentionally fired his handgun
from the passenger seat, a location at which he would have
been less able than Officer Harrity to see and hear events on
the other side of the squad car,” asserts Hennepin County
Attorney Mike Freeman, adding that there was no evidence Noor
“encountered, appreciated, investigated or confirmed a threat
that justified the decision to use deadly force.”
Official descriptions of Noor’s charges include, “Perpetrating
Eminently Dangerous Act and Evincing Depraved Mind” and
“Culpable Negligence Creating Unreasonable Risk.”
The incident triggered international outrage, which was
further fueled after revelations about Officer Noor’s
background and career came to light.
It was discovered that Noor, who comes from a family of Somali
refugees, was not only recruited as an affirmative action
diversity hire, but was also fast-tracked onto the force with
only seven months of training under his belt at great cost to
taxpayers under an “accelerated police cadet program.”
Read full article here…

UK Rape Cases Result of
Immigration that Increases
Votes for the Left
Stefan Molyneux delves deeply into the moral bankruptcy of a
globalist movement that willingly sacrifices little girls on
the alter of multi-culturalism and internationalism. This is
an impressive monologue that challenges us to put aside the
hard facts of the Telford immigrant sex gangs and ponder the
depravity of those who protect and sustain rape, torture, and
murder for political gain. A classical call for moral
indignation and a personal declaration of war against pure
evil. Well worth 27 minutes. -GEG

G. Edward Griffin Explains

How the Civil Rights Movement
Was Used to Promote Goals of
Communism
G. Edward Griffin describes how he learned about communist
theory and strategy by reading communist books. He explains
that Marxism is mostly about social and political theory,
while Leninism is about overthrowing governments and coming to
power. The first step in a communist-style revolution is to
create discord between factions in the nation to be taken
over. Lenin taught that a culturally unified nation is
difficult to topple, so the first step is to fracture the
culture and divide the people into antagonistic groups,
leading to hatred, and violence. The nation must be divided
into opposing classes, races, religions, or any other
classification that might offer the best chance of creating
conflict. Communists describe this strategy as a “war of
national liberation” on the assertion that the minority group
is oppressed by the majority and must be ‘liberated’ by
communism. The Communist Party USA meticulously followed this
strategy during the rise of the civil rights movement, but not
one person in a thousand had any idea who was directing the
movement – or why. They could not imagine that the cry for
civil rights was being used, not to protect the civil rights
of black Americans, but to exploit black Americans (and most
white Americans as well) into supporting a movement that had
as its sole purpose, to expand the power of government until,
eventually, its power would be total. Totalitarian government
and communism are the same thing. -GEG
Listen to full interview here…

Families
of
Politicians
Receive Billions in Private
Deals and Gifts from Foreign
Governments
Peter Schweizer, author of Secret Empires: How the American
Political Class Hides Corruption and Enriches Family and
Friends, reveals that politicians, including former Secretary
of State John Kerry, former Vice President Joe Biden, and
Mitch McConnell are linked to deals with the Chinese
government that delivered billions of dollars to their
children and parents. While the law requires a $1,500
political donation to be publicly disclosed, billions can flow
to family members with no disclosure required- which is no
accident. The stench is unbearable. -GEG

